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Introduction

Wetlands are incredibly valuable ecosystems. 
Despite comprising a small fraction of Earth’s 
surface, they provide ecological services such as 
shoreline stabilization, water filtration, flood 
control, and carbon storage. 
Wetland soils are capable of storing more carbon 
per acre than many other ecosystems, and at 
rapid rates. However, there is increasing 
evidence that global warming with its increase in 
temperatures and sea level rise among other 
influences may dramatically alter the roles of 
wetlands in the carbon cycle. 
We hope to answer the question:
• How do different hydro-climatological

variables influence wetland CO2
emissions?

Data
• AmeriFlux network, 11 sites, 20+ variables
• Independent variable: Net ecosystem

exchange (NEE), + for carbon absorption
from atmosphere and – for carbon release
into atmosphere

Methods

2023-24 Bass Connections
• Model optimization
• Use model on USGS groundwater data

and analyze results

Results

Future Work

Random Forest (1,500 trees)

#3 There are varying relationships between 
hydro-climatological data and NEE

Predicted vs Actual NEE Plots
• Black represents ideal model
• Red represents our model

#1 Random forest has better performance 
than artificial neural networks:

Artificial Neural Network 
(3 hidden layers, 50 neurons each, ReLU)

R2 = 0.5316

Actual NEE

Actual NEE

R2 = 0.6758
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#2 Variables such as month and season seem 
less important than variables like water table 
depth (WTD)

Variable Importance 

There appears to be a negative, linear 
correlation between incoming shortwave 
radiation (SW_IN) and NEE

SW_IN
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Chambers et al. (2015)
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